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WELCOME
NEWCOMERS

®

Key Product Features:

 Accessible text with low readability and photographs on 
every page for comprehension support

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative assessments 
for every topic and a program checklist

 Mature, engaging content focused on topics critical to 
newcomers

 Nonfiction and fiction

 Extensive teaching support for every book

 Focus on vocabulary acquisition

Designed Specifically For:

 Newcomers in Grades 4–8

 Tween English Language Learners

 Students Who Would Benefit from Life Skills Content

About Go! Welcome Newcomers®

The GO! Welcome Newcomers® library introduces life in the 
United States to immigrant tweens. As these students learn 
English and adapt to living in a new country, they must learn to 
fit in academically and socially. Developed around 14 key topics, 
this program gives recent immigrants relevant information at an 
accessible reading level supported by full-color photographs. 
Featuring diverse characters in contemporary settings, the 
books resonate with newcomers in upper elementary and 
middle school.

Each topic is covered by a pair of books, one nonfiction and one 
fiction. GO! Welcome Newcomers® places special emphasis on 
building vocabulary because research indicates the importance 
of vocabulary acquisition for students learning English. Survival 
words related to each topic are highlighted in the books, with 
definitions provided in text boxes on the page for easy reference. 
These same words are featured on the full-color vocabulary 
cards and in the Teacher’s Guide included in the box.

Topic-Based Books to Help 
Tween Immigrants Thrive

Supports Newcomers in 

Adjusting Socially, Emotionally, 

and Academically
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Readability 1.5–1.8

Lexile Level 70L–200L

Nonfiction Page Count 64

Nonfiction Word Count 700–800

Fiction Page Count 48

Fiction Word Count 900–1000

Boxed Set (84 Books+140 Cards+TG) 9781680216011 | $749.95 

Additional Book Set (28 Books) 9781680215229 | $223.95

Additional Vocabulary Cards Set (140 Cards) 9781680215236 | $49.95

Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 9781680215243 | $119.95

Program Chart

Program Includes:

 Topic-Based Books Presented in Nonfiction/Fiction Pairs

 14 Topics Critical to Tween Newcomer Success

 Survival Vocabulary Cards

 Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with Lesson Plans and 
Student Activities

Additional Support (Sold Separately):
 Additional Book Set 
• 28 Books (1 each of 28 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 28 Audiobooks

 Vocabulary Card Set of 140 
• 10 Survival Words per Topic

Fast Stat
“In just under three decades, the immigrant population 

has tripled in the United States.”

—Adelman & Taylor, 2015
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WELCOME
NEWCOMERS

®

NEW

®

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the reproducible activities and quizzes as an 
“unlocked PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste text and 
certain images for posting, projecting on a whiteboard, and more.

Research shows that vocabulary acquisition is a critical component 
for newcomers. The survival vocabulary cards include 10 words 
from each of the 14 topics. The 140 full-color cards feature a 
photograph on one side and the vocabulary word and definition on 
the other. Each 3.5" x 5.5" card features one rounded corner for 
ease of organizing.

Support newcomers who are learning to read English with the  
GO! Welcome Newcomers ® audiobooks. Read by engaging narrators, 
the audiobooks help students build their pronunciation and fluency skills. 

• 1 Audio Thumb Drive of 28 Audiobooks

GO! Welcome Newcomers Boxed Set

Topic-Based Books for Tween Immigrants 
RL: 1.5 to 1.8 | Grades: 4 to 8 | LEXILE: 70L TO 200L

Boxed Set Includes:

84 Topic-Based Books (3 Each of 28 Titles)

 14 Nonfiction Books Paired with
 14 Fiction Books

Survival Vocabulary Cards

 140 Full-Color Vocabulary Cards
 10 Survival Words per Topic

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Vocabulary Instruction
 Guided Reading Questions
 Reproducible Student Activities
 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 28 Word-for-Word
 Audiobooks

GO! Welcome Newcomers Boxed Set
84 Books (3 each of 28 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide & Vocabulary Cards;
9781680216011 ........................................................................................ $749.95

Additional Book Set
(1 each of 28 titles); 9781680215229 ......................................................... $223.95

Additional Survival Vocabulary Cards
1 Box (140 Cards); 9781680215236 ..............................................................$49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 28 Books);
9781680215243 ........................................................................................ $119.95
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14 Nonfiction

Books Paired with

14 Fiction Books

 American Culture

 Exploring Your Future

 Money Basics

 School Expectations

 Sports and Activities

 Community and Health Resources

 Food and Meals

 Safety

 School Success

 Transportation

 Grooming

 School Basics

 Social Skills

 Weather and Natural Disasters

School Expectations Nonfiction Interior Sample Starting Over Fiction Interior Sample
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About Our GO! Welcome Newcomers®

NONFICTION & FICTION 
BOOK COLLECTION

Nonfic t ion
Each of the 14 nonfiction books shares a title with its topic. The 700–800 word 
books give tween newcomers an up-close look at essential information related to 
the topic. Each book features four chapters with subheads for each section.

American Culture Nonfiction Interior Sample, above

FULL-COLOR PHOTOS
Photographs on every page 
to support comprehension

HIGH-INTEREST TOPICS
Intriguing looks at key people, 
events, and issues

VOCABULARY TEXT BOXES
Provided on the same spread 
where a word is first introduced
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Each of the 14 fiction books features tweens in engaging storylines that 
help newcomers make personal connections to the topic. The realistic 

fiction stories, ranging from 900–1000 words, provide a unique way to 
learn about and discuss newcomers experiencing a topic first-hand.

F ic t ion

Lucky Penny Fiction Interior Sample, below

ACCESSIBLE TEXT
With reading levels from 1.5–1.8  
and Lexiles from 70L−200L

UNIQUE PERSPECTIVES
Storylines and character viewpoints 
that promote in-class discussion 

MATURE CONTENT
Tween-centric storylines 
that engage newcomers
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About Our GO! Welcome Newcomers®

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Included in the boxed set, the GO! Welcome Newcomers® 

Teacher’s Guide provides lesson plans for each of the 14 
topics introduced in the books. A variety of activities focus 
on building newcomers’ daily living skills and vocabulary. 
Three reproducible activity pages and one quiz are
provided for each topic.

COMPREHENSIVE
Instructional support for 
each book pair

PRE-READING & VOCABULARY
Emphasis is placed on activating background 
knowledge and providing vocabulary 
support to increase comprehension

Key Features:

• Lesson plans and instructional 
support emphasize partner, small 
group, and whole class activities

• Survival vocabulary lessons and 
activities integrate the Vocabulary 
Cards included in the box

• Three reproducible student activities per 
topic focus on reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and writing

• Assessments for each book topic 
include daily progress monitoring and 
quizzes that focus on comprehension 
and survival vocabulary acquisitionTeacher’s Guide Included in Boxed Set
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Research shows that vocabulary acquisition is a  
critical component for newcomers. The survival  
vocabulary cards include 10 words from each of the 
14 topics. These are the same words highlighted and defined in the books. 
The 140 full-color 3.5" x 5.5" cards feature a photograph on one side and 
the vocabulary word and definition on the other. 

About Our GO! Welcome Newcomers®

SURVIVAL
VOCABULARY

CARDS

• Full-color photographs on one side 
• Words and definitions on the other side
• Integrated into the vocabulary activities in the Teacher’s Guide
• Great for individual and partner vocabulary practice

Key Features:

Survival Vocabulary Cards Included in Boxed Set and Available Separately

IMAGE-BASED
To support visual learning

ROUNDED CORNERS
Easily organize your cards
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Key Product Features:

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative assessments 
for every book and a progress chart for daily monitoring

 Multiple levels to allow teachers to match students to their 
independent reading level

 Enticing fiction and nonfiction topics supported by stunning 
full-color photos

 Extensive instructional support for every book

 Builds critical reading components: comprehension,  
vocabulary, and fluency

 Three copies of every book to encourage small group  
literature study

Designed Specifically For:

 Upper Elementary and Middle School Students Struggling 
to Read

 Students with Learning Differences and Special Needs

 English Language Learners and Newcomers

Emergent Sight Words-Based 
Libraries Designed for Tweens

About Tween Emergent Reader Libraries®

Like the award-winning Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®, 
known as TERL (see pages 44–57), the new Tween Emergent 
Reader Libraries® will motivate struggling readers to pick up 
a book, start reading, and keep reading. But this new series 
features topics and genres particularly of interest to upper 
elementary and middle school students. Planned as a three-
box set, with books written at emergent and beginning reader 
levels, this unique new collection contains the books you have 
been searching for: high-interest fiction and nonfiction selections 
in sets that include both literary genres and content-specific 
themes. 

Because these books are designed for ages 10 to 14, the 
storylines presented are not as mature as the TERL collections 
but still remain contemporary, relevant, and enticing. The first 
boxed set, Emerge, includes 48-page books written at true 
emergent levels, with full-color photographs on every page to 
support comprehension and engage struggling readers. Each 
leveled box gradually increases in level and word count, allowing 
students to progress in reading step by step.

TwERL
READER LIBRARIES®

TWEEN EMERGENT

Accessible Text for Tweens 

Learning to Read
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Program Includes:

 Fiction and Nonfiction Books Presented in Literary and 
Content-Based Genres

 Full-Color Photographs on Every Page to Support 
Comprehension

 Diverse Tween Characters

 Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with Lesson Plans and 
Student Activities

Additional Support (Sold Separately):

 Additional Book Set 
• 20 Books (1 each of 20 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 20 Audiobooks

 Vocabulary Card Set of 100 
• 5 words from each of the 20 books

Fast Fact
Highlighted words and phrases in the books support 

comprehension and build fluency by helping students 

identify words to emphasize when reading.

Readability 0–0.5 0.6–1.0 1.0–1.5

Lexile Level BR–20HL BR–130HL 60HL–170HL

Page Count 48 48 64

Word Count 500–650 800-950 1100-1300

Boxed Set (60 Books+TG) 9781680215922 
$519.95

9781680216301 
$519.95

9781680216967 
$519.95

Vocabulary Card Set (100 Cards) 9781680216417 
$49.95

9781680216424 
$49.95

9781680217001 
$49.95

Additional Book Set (20 Books) 9781680215939 
$159.95

9781680216318 
$159.95

9781680216974 
$159.95

Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 9781680215946 
$99.95

9781680216325 
$99.95

9781680216981 
$99.95

TwERL GO! GO! GO!

Program Chart
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GO! Emerge [1] Boxed Set

GO! Emerge [1] Boxed Set
60 (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781680215922 ....................... $519.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781680215939 ............................................ $159.95

Additional Survival Vocabulary Cards
1 Box (140 Cards); 9781680216417 ................................................................ $49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 Books); 9781680215946 ....$99.95

EMERGE 1GO!
Tween Emergent Reader Libraries®

RL: 0 to 0.5 | Grades: 4 to 8 | LEXILE: BR TO 20HL

Boxed Set Includes:

60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 

 5 Genres for Literature Study

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans

 Guided Reading Questions

 Comprehension Activities

 Reproducible CD

 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word
 Audiobooks

Vocabulary Cards (sold separately)

 100 Full-Color Vocabulary Cards

 5 Vocabulary Words per Book

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the reproducible activities and quizzes as an 
“unlocked PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste text and 
certain images for posting, projecting on a whiteboard, and more.

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Tween Emergent Reader Libraries® audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks 

• 5 Genres for Literature Study 

• Fiction and Nonfiction

Build students' vocabulary with these vocabulary cards sold 
separately. There are 5 cards for each of the 20 books. These are 
great for pre-reading instruction and coordinate with the vocabulary 
lesson in the Teacher's Guide. The 100 full-color cards feature a 
photograph on one side and the vocabulary word and definition on the 
other. Each 3.5" x 5.5" card features one rounded corner for ease of 
organizing.
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Arts

Biology

Insects/Arachnids/Reptiles

Adventure

Mystery

Storm Interior Sample

Animal Tools Interior Sample

Hatch Interior Sample

Into the Woods Interior Sample

Moves Interior Sample
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ENGAGE 2GO!

GO! Engage [2] Boxed Set
60 Books (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781680216301 ............. $519.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781680216318 ............................................ $159.95

Additional Survival Vocabulary Cards
1 Box (140 Cards); 9781680216424 ................................................................ $49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 Books); 9781680216325 ....$99.95

Tween Emergent Reader Libraries®

RL: 0.6 to 1.0 | Grades: 4 to 8 | LEXILE: BR TO 130HL

Boxed Set Includes:

60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 

 5 Genres for Literature Study

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans

 Guided Reading Questions

 Comprehension Activities

 Reproducible CD

 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word
 Audiobooks

Vocabulary Cards (sold separately)

 100 Full-Color Vocabulary Cards

 5 Vocabulary Words per Book

GO! Engage [2] Boxed Set

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the reproducible activities and quizzes as an 
“unlocked PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste text and 
certain images for posting, projecting on a whiteboard, and more.

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Tween Emergent Reader Libraries® audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks 

• 5 Genres for Literature Study 

• Fiction and Nonfiction

Build students' vocabulary with these vocabulary cards sold 
separately. There are 5 cards for each of the 20 books. These are 
great for pre-reading instruction and coordinate with the vocabulary 
lesson in the Teacher's Guide. The 100 full-color cards feature a 
photograph on one side and the vocabulary word and definition on the 
other. Each 3.5" x 5.5" card features one rounded corner for ease of 
organizing.
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Mystery

Myths/Legends

Sports

History/Culture

Technology

Hurricane Interior Sample

The Sword Interior Sample

Concussion Interior Sample

Shark Cam Interior Sample

The Ring Interior Sample
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TEENS AND YOUNG ADULTS

The following pages are solutions  for

NEWCOMERS & ELLPAGES 18–33 

PAGES 34–43 0.0–1.6

PAGES 44–57 0.0–1.5

0.0READING LEVEL

FOR MORE FUN AND INFORMATION

@saddlebackeducational

@sdlback

facebook.com/sdlback

sdlback.com

TEEN EMERGENT
READERS ∙ PHONICS

TEEN EMERGENT
READERS ∙ SIGHT WORDS



13–18 years old

upper middle school
high school

mature, complex
topics

See pages 2-15
for tween support

TEENS AND YOUNG ADULTS

The following pages are solutions  for
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Key Product Features:

 Accessible text with low readability and photographs on 
every page for comprehension support

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative assessments 
for every topic and a program checklist

 Mature, engaging content focused on topics critical to 
newcomers

 Nonfiction and fiction

 Extensive teaching support for every book

 Focus on vocabulary acquisition

Designed Specifically For:

 Newcomers in Grades 9–12 and Adult Programs

 English Language Learners

 High School Students and Adults Who Would Benefit  
from Life Skills Content

Topic-Based Books to Help 
Teen Immigrants Thrive

About Welcome Newcomers®

The Welcome Newcomers® library is a unique instructional 
solution that introduces life in the United States to immigrant 
teens. As these students learn English and adapt to living in a 
new country, they must learn to fit in socially and academically. 
Developed around 14 topics that are critical to success in 
American schools and communities, Welcome Newcomers® 
gives recent immigrants relevant information supported by full-
color photographs of diverse teens in real-world settings. 

Each topic is covered by a pair of books, one nonfiction and one 
fiction. The 64-page nonfiction and 48-page fiction books feature 
easy-to-read text and engaging photographs. Special emphasis 
is placed on building vocabulary because research indicates 
the importance of vocabulary acquisition for students learning 
English. Survival words related to each topic are highlighted in 
the books, with definitions provided in text boxes on the page 
for easy reference. These same words are featured on the full-
color vocabulary cards included in the box. Featuring diverse 
characters in contemporary settings, the books resonate with 
newcomers in secondary and adult programs.

Nonfiction and Fiction with a 

Real-World Focus on Survival 

Vocabulary Specific to Teens and 

Young Adults
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Readability 1.6–2.5

Lexile Level 150L–290L

Nonfiction Page Count 64

Nonfiction Word Count 700–800

Fiction Page Count 48

Fiction Word Count 900–1000

Boxed Set (84 Books+140 Cards+TG) 9781680214185 | $749.95 

Additional Book Set (28 Books) 9781680214192 | $223.95

Additional Vocabulary Cards Set (140 Cards) 9781680214208 | $49.95

Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 9781680214925 | $119.95

Program Chart

Program Includes:

 Topic-Based Books Presented in Nonfiction/Fiction Pairs

 14 Topics Critical to Teen Newcomer Success

 Survival Vocabulary Cards

 Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with Lesson Plans and 
Student Activities

Additional Support (Sold Separately):
 Additional Book Set 
• 28 Books (1 each of 28 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 28 Audiobooks

 Vocabulary Cards Set of 140 
• 10 Survival Words per Topic

Fast Fact
Most newcomers are both linguistically and 

culturally isolated.

—Boyson & Short, 2003
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Topic-Based Books for Teen Immigrants 
RL: 1.6 to 2.5 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: 150L TO 290L

Boxed Set Includes:

84 Topic-Based Books (3 Each of 28 Titles)

 14 Nonfiction Books Paired with
  14 Fiction Books

Survival Vocabulary Cards

 140 Full-Color Vocabulary Cards
 10 Survival Words per Topic

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Vocabulary Instruction
 Guided Reading Questions
 Reproducible Student Activities
 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 28 Word-for-Word
 Audiobook

Welcome Newcomers Boxed Set

Welcome Newcomers Boxed Set
84 Books (3 each of 28 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide & Vocabulary Cards;
9781680214185 ....................................................................................... $749.95

Additional Book Set
(1 each of 28 titles); 9781680214192......................................................... $223.95

Additional Survival Vocabulary Cards
1 Box (140 Cards); 9781680214208 ...........................................................$49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 28 Books);
9781680214925 ....................................................................................... $119.95

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the reproducible activities and quizzes as an 
“unlocked PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste text and 
certain images for posting, projecting on a whiteboard, and more.

Research shows that vocabulary acquisition is a critical component 
for newcomers. The survival vocabulary cards include 10 words 
from each of the 14 topics. The 140 full-color cards feature a 
photograph on one side and the vocabulary word and definition on 
the other. Each 3.5" x 5.5" card features one rounded corner for 
ease of organizing.

29 Welcome Newcomers Teacher’s Guide
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Citizenship

Name   Date 

Nicole’s Path to Citizenship

DIRECTIONS: Think about the steps Nicole takes to become a citizen. 
Complete the sentences. Use words from the box.

1. Nicole gets a ______________ to come to the US with Peter.

3. Nicole takes ______________ to learn English. She also learns about the US.

5. Nicole takes an ______________ to be loyal to the US.

2. Nicole starts the ______________ process. She applies for a ______________.

4. Nicole passes an ______________ test. Then she takes a ______________ test.

6. Nicole becomes a ______________. 

citizen civics classes English

green card naturalization oath visa

®

Support newcomers who are learning to read English with the 
Welcome Newcomers ® audiobooks. Read by engaging narrators, 
the audiobooks help students build their pronunciation and fluency 
skills. 

• 1 Audio Thumb Drive of 28 Audiobooks
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 American Culture

 Community Services

 Grooming

 Money Basics

 School Expectations

 Citizenship

 Finding and Keeping a Job

 Health Resources

 A New Home

 Transportation

 Food and Meals

 Managing Money

 School Basics

 Weather and Natural Disasters

American Culture Nonfiction Interior Sample A New View Fiction Interior Sample

14 Nonfiction

Books Paired with

14 Fiction Books
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About Our Welcome Newcomers®

NONFICTION & FICTION 
BOOK COLLECTION

Nonfic t ion
Each of the 14 nonfiction books shares its title with the topic. The 700–800 
word books give students an overview of the topic, with emphasis placed on 
key elements that newcomers will need to know for daily survival. Each book 
features four chapters with subheads for each section.

School Expectations Nonfiction Interior Sample, above

SURVIVAL WORDS
Bolded in the text for emphasis

DEFINITIONS
Provided on the same spread 
where a word is first introduced

FULL-COLOR PHOTOS
Feature diverse teens 
and young adults
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Fic t ion
Each of the 14 fiction books is an engaging look at the topic 
through a teen newcomer’s eyes. The realistic fiction stories, 

ranging from 900–1000 words, provide a unique way to learn 
about and discuss information introduced in the nonfiction book.

Finding Her Way Fiction Interior Sample, below

DIVERSE MAIN CHARACTERS
From countries all over the world

ACCESSIBLE TEXT
With reading levels from 1.6–2.5 
and Lexiles from 150L–290L

BOLDED VOCABULARY
Featuring the same ten survival 
words from the nonfiction book 
in a new context
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About Our Welcome Newcomers®

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Included in the boxed set, the Welcome Newcomers® 
Teacher’s Guide provides lesson plans for each of the 14 
topics introduced in the books. A variety of activities focus 
on building newcomers’ daily living skills and vocabulary. 
Three reproducible activity pages and one quiz are 
provided for each topic.

Key Features:

• Lesson plans and instructional 
support emphasize partner, small 
group, and whole class activities

• Survival vocabulary lessons and 
activities integrate the Vocabulary 
Cards included in the box

• Three reproducible student activities per 
topic focus on reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and writing

• Assessments for each book topic 
include daily progress monitoring and 
quizzes that focus on comprehension 
and survival vocabulary acquisitionTeacher’s Guide Included in Boxed Set

COMPREHENSIVE
Instructional support for 
each book pair

PRE-READING & VOCABULARY
Emphasis is placed on activating background 
knowledge and providing vocabulary 
support to increase comprehension
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Research shows that vocabulary acquisition is a  
critical component for newcomers. The survival  
vocabulary cards include 10 words from each of the 
14 topics. These are the same words highlighted and defined in the books. 
The 140 full-color 3.5" x 5.5" cards feature a photograph on one side and 
the vocabulary word and definition on the other. 

About Our Welcome Newcomers®

• Full-color photographs on one side 
• Words and definitions on the other side
• Integrated into the vocabulary activities in the Teacher’s Guide
• Great for individual and partner vocabulary practice

Key Features:

Survival Vocabulary Cards Included in Boxed Set and Available Separately

IMAGE-BASED
To support visual learning

ROUNDED CORNERS
Easily organize your cards

SURVIVAL
VOCABULARY

CARDS
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Key Product Features:

 Accessible text with low readability and photographs on 
every page to support comprehension

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative assessments 
for every book and a program checklist

 Mature, engaging content focused subjects that are of high 
interest to English language learners

 Five genres with fiction and nonfiction

 Extensive teaching support for every book

 Focus on vocabulary acquisition

Designed Specifically For:

 English Language Learners in Grades 7–12

 Newcomers in Grades 7–12

 Adult English Language Learners

Content-Focused Genres for 
Teen English Language Learners

About ELL Teen Literacy Library

The ELL Teen Literacy Library™ is a unique collection of fiction 
and nonfiction books aimed at middle school, high school, and 
adult English language learners, including newcomers. Many 
of these learners struggle with reading and a limited English 
vocabulary. This makes it difficult to do well in content-area 
classes where textbooks are often written above grade level. 
For this reason, the ELL Teen Literacy Library™ focuses on 
social studies, math, and science topics in books written at 
accessible levels. Each engaging fiction and nonfiction book 
features age-respectful storylines and full-color photographs on 
every page to support beginning readers at the secondary level. 

Organized into five content-focused genres, this collection 
includes 20 unique titles. Each genre includes three fiction 
books and one nonfiction book. Special emphasis is placed 
on vocabulary, with five key vocabulary words highlighted in 
each book.

ELL
Teen Literacy Library

Literacy Across the Content 

Areas, Including Mathematics, 

Science, and Social Studies
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ELL TEEN LITERACY LIBRARY
Readability 1.2–2.3

Lexile Level 120L–260L

Fiction Page Count 48

Fiction Word Count 800–1100

Nonfiction Page Count 64

Nonfiction Word Count 750–850

Boxed Set (60 Books +100 Cards +TG) 9781680214321 | $569.95

Additional Book Set (20 Books) 9781680214338 | $159.95

Additional Vocabulary Cards Set (100 Cards) 9781680214345 | $49.95

Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 9781680214369 | $99.95

Program Chart

Program Includes:

 Fiction and Nonfiction Books Presented in Content-Based 
Genres, Including Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies

 Full-Color Photographs on Every Page to Support 
Comprehension

 Content-Focused Vocabulary Cards

 Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with Lesson Plans and 
Student Activities

Additional Support (Sold Separately):

 Additional Book Set 
• 20 Books (1 each of 20 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 20 Audiobooks

 Vocabulary Cards Set of 100 
• 5 Survival Words per Topic

Fast Stat
The extent of English language learner’s knowledge 

of vocabulary is only a fraction of what it is for native 

speakers of English.

—Tavarez-Delafuentes & Moreta
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ELL Boxed Set
60 Books (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide & Vocabulary Cards; 
9781680214321 ........................................................................................ $569.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781680214338 .......................................... $159.95

Additional Survival Vocabulary Cards
1 Box (100 Cards); 9781680214345 ............................................................. $49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 Books);
9781680214369 .......................................................................................... $99.95

Teen Literacy Library
RL: 1.2 to 2.3 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: 120L TO 260L 

Boxed Set Includes:

60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 5 Genres for Literature Study

Vocabulary Cards

 100 Full-Color Vocabulary Cards
 5 Vocabulary Words per Book

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments 

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word
 Audiobooks

Research shows that vocabulary acquisition is a critical component 
for English language learners. The vocabulary cards include five 
words from each of the 20 books. The 100 full-color cards feature 
a photograph on one side and the vocabulary word and definition 
on the other. Each 3.5" x 5.5" card features one rounded corner for 
ease of organizing.

ELL

Support students who are learning to read English 
with the ELL Teen Literacy ™ Library audiobooks.
Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes:

• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks

• 5 Genres for Literature Study

• Fiction and Nonfiction

ELL Teen Literacy Library Boxed Set

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the reproducible activities and quizzes as an 
“unlocked PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste text and 
certain images for posting, projecting on a whiteboard, and more.
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American Culture

Goal Interior Sample

Environmental Studies

The Reef Interior Sample

Better Deal Interior Sample

Everyday Math 

Science/Technology

Nanotechnology Interior Sample

American History

Fields of Darkness Interior Sample
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About Our ELL Teen Literacy Library

NONFICTION & FICTION 
BOOK COLLECTION

Nonfic t ion
Each of the five nonfiction books shares its title with its genre. The 750–850 
word books give students an up-close look at important people, events, and 
issues related to the genre. Each book features four chapters with subheads 
for each section.

The Star-Spangled Banner Nonfiction Interior Sample, above

FULL-COLOR PHOTOS
Photographs on every page 
to support comprehension

HIGH-INTEREST TOPICS
Intriguing looks at key 
people, events, and issues

VOCABULARY TEXT BOXES
Provided on the same spread 
where a word is first introduced
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Each of the 15 fiction books features teens and young adults in 
engaging storylines that help English language learners make 
personal connections to the genre. The realistic fiction stories, 
ranging from 800–1100 words, provide a unique way to learn 

about and discuss information.

F ic t ion

Her Vote Fiction Interior Sample, below

ACCESSIBLE TEXT
With reading levels from 1.2–2.3  
and Lexiles from 120L−260L

MATURE CONTENT
Teen-centric storylines that 
engage secondary English 
language learners

UNIQUE PERSPECTIVES
Storylines and character viewpoints 
that promote in-class discussion 
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Key Features:

• Lesson plans 

• Vocabulary instruction

• Guided reading questions

• Reproducible student activities 

• AssessmentsTeacher’s Guide Included in Boxed Set

About Our ELL Teen Literacy Library

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Included in the boxed set, the ELL Teen Literacy Library Teacher’s 
Guide provides lesson plans for each of the five genres and 20 
books. Suggested whole class, small group, and partner activities 
are included in the genre and book lesson plans. Guided reading 
questions promote comprehension and encourage students to find 
evidence in the text. Comprehension activities feature a variety 
of graphic organizers to help students build reading skills. A 
multiple-choice and short-answer quiz is provided for each book.

EMPHASIS ON GENRES
Lesson plans introduce 
students to genres and 
promote class discussion

REPRODUCIBLE 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Feature a variety of graphic 
organizers with a focus on 
comprehension

ASSESSMENT
Book quizzes and program 
progress chart for daily 
progress monitoring
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About Our ELL Teen Literacy Library

VOCABULARY CARDS
Research shows that vocabulary acquisition is a critical component 

for English language learners. The vocabulary cards include all 
100 words featured in the 20-book set. The full-color 3.5" x 5.5" 

cards feature a photograph on one side and the 
vocabulary word and definition on the other.  

• Full-color photographs on one side 
• Words and definitions on the other side
• Integrated into the vocabulary activities in the Teacher’s Guide
• Great for individual and partner vocabulary practice

Key Features:

Vocabulary Cards Included in Boxed Set and Available Separately

IMAGE-BASED
To support visual learning ROUNDED CORNERS

Easily organize your cards
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Phonics-Based Libraries Featuring 
Decodable Text for Teens

About TERL Phonics®

TERL Phonics ® has been developed specifically for emerging 
teen readers who are developing their decoding skills. The 
series is also useful for newcomers with no prior English 
language skills. Written at emergent and beginning reader levels, 
the books have been carefully controlled to showcase phonics 
skills, beginning with CVC words and progressing through 
long vowels, consonant digraphs, vowel diphthongs, and 
multisyllabic words. Accompanied by dynamic full-color photos, 
the engaging storylines are teen-centric and represent a wide 
variety of genres.

Each level features eight 16–24 page books, six fiction and 
two nonfiction. Each book also includes a Word List, organized 
by phonics skills. Vocabulary-building words are highlighted in 
the text. A Teacher’s Guide supports each book with a lesson 
plan, vocabulary-building activities, guided reading questions, 
reproducible activities featuring phonics and comprehension 
skills, plus a quiz.

Key Product Features:

 Nine levels that move progressively through phonics skills

 Accessible text that begins at emergent levels and progresses 
to beginner reader levels as phonics skills are built

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative  
assessments for every book and a program checklist

 Mature, engaging content matched with full-color  
photos that support comprehension

 Fiction and nonfiction books at each level

 Comprehensive teacher's guide with extensive  
instructional support for every book

Designed Specifically For:

 Upper Middle School and High School Students Struggling 
to Read

 Secondary Students With Learning Differences and  
Special Needs

 Secondary English Language Learners, Including Newcomers

Each Boxed Set Includes:

 72 Action-Packed Books Aimed at Today’s Teens 
(Boxed Set Contains 3 Each of 24 Titles—72 Books in Total)

 Three Levels with Fiction and Nonfiction Included in Each Level

 152-Page Teacher’s Guide with Lesson Plans, Reproducible 
Activities, and Book Quizzes

Additional Support (Sold Separately):

 Additional Book Set 
• 8 Books (1 each of 8 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 24 Audiobooks

[TERL]
READER LIBRARIES®

TEEN EMERGENT

PHONICS

Builds and Reinforces 

Phonics Skills  

Step-By-Step
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DECODE DEVELOP

Level Level One Level Two Level Three Level Four Level Five Level Six Level Seven Level Eight Level Nine

Readability 0–0.5 0.4–0.8 0.7–0.9 0.9–1.1 1.0–1.2 1.1–1.3 1.2–1.4 1.3–1.5 1.4–1.6

Lexile Level BR–70L BR–90L 10L–100L 30L–110L BR–120L BR–140L 40L–150L 20L–150L 10L–150L

Word Count 135–155 160–175 170–190 190–210 210–230 230–250 250–270 270–290 290–310

Boxed Set 
(72 Books+TG) 9781680211610 | $519.95 9781680211627 | $519.95 9781680211634 | $519.95

Additional Book Set 
(1 each of 8 titles)

9781680211641 
$49.95

9781680211658
$49.95

9781680211665
$49.95

9781680211672 
$49.95

9781680211689
$49.95

9781680211696 
$49.95

9781680211702
$49.95

9781680211719 
$49.95

9781680211726 
$49.95

Audiobook Set 
(Thumb Drive)

9781680214970 | $49.95 9781680214987 | $49.95 9781680214994 | $49.95

DISCOVER

Award-Winning
Tillywig Toy Awards 

Brain Child Award Winner

Single consonants (initial and ending); 
short vowels (a, e, i, o, u ); CVC words; 
plural -s and inflection -s

All of Levels One–Three skills PLUS 
long vowels in CCVCe words where 
the first two consonants are a blend

All of Levels One–Six skills PLUS vowel 
digraphs and r-controlled vowels

All of Levels One–Seven skills PLUS 
vowel diphthongs, compound words, 
and –ed and –ing endings

All of Level One skills PLUS soft and 
hard c and g; CVCC words ending in 
double consonants

All of Levels One–Four skills PLUS 
final consonant blends, common long 
vowel pairs, and change y to i and add 
-es to make plural

All of Levels One–Eight skills PLUS 
multisyllabic words with the VCV and 
consonant + le patterns, words with the 
schwa sound (singular and multisyllabic), 
words that end in schwa + r, contractions, 
and singular possessives

All of Levels One and Two Skills PLUS open 
syllable long vowels (CV pattern) in single-
syllable words; long vowels in CVCe words; 
beginning consonant blends; y used as a 
vowel and pronounced long e or i

All of Levels One–Five skills PLUS 
beginning, middle, and final consonant 
digraphs, including ph and gh with /f/ 
sound; silent letters such as the k in kn; 
and plural endings -s and -es for base 
words ending in s, ss, ch, sh, x, or z
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Leve l  One

Level  Four

Level  Seven

Level  Two

Level  F ive

Level  E ight

Level  Three

Level  S ix

Level  Nine

Scope and Sequence of TERL Phonics®

For more information visit:  
www.sdlback.com/terl-phonics

Program Chart
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DECODE

Decode [1] Boxed Set

Phonics-Based Texts for Teens
RL: 0 to 0.9 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: BR TO 100L

Boxed Set Includes:
72 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 24 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 Levels One, Two, and Three

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 24 Word-for-Word
    Audiobooks

Decode [1] Boxed Set
72 Books (3 each of 24 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781680211610 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
Level One (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211641 ...............................................$49.95
Level Two (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211658 ...............................................$49.95
Level Three (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211665 ............................................$49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive 
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 24 Books);  
9781680214970 ...........................................................................................$49.95

Each title includes a Word List associated with the text: 
• Words Listed by Phonics Skill 
• Inflectional Endings 
• Sight Words 
• Vocabulary Words

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® Phonics audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 24 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• Fiction and Nonfiction

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which 
contains a complete electronic version  
of the reproducible as an “unlocked PDF.” 
Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste  
text and certain images for posting, 
projecting on a whiteboard, and more.

Teacher’s Guide
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Level One

Level Two

Level Three

Glam Interior Sample

The Mall Interior Sample

The Mix Interior Sample
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Teacher’s Guide

Develop [2] Boxed Set

Phonics-Based Texts for Teens
RL: 0.9 to 1.3 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: BR TO 140L

Boxed Set Includes:
72 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 24 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 Levels Four, Five, and Six

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 24 Word-for-Word
    Audiobooks

DEVELOP

Develop [2] Boxed Set
72 Books (3 each of 24 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781680211627 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
Level Four (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211672 ............................................. $49.95
Level Five (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211689 .............................................. $49.95
Level Six (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211696 ............................................... $49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive 
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 24 Books);  
9781680214987 .......................................................................................... $49.95

Each title includes a Word List associated with the text: 
• Words Listed by Phonics Skill 
• Inflectional Endings 
• Sight Words 
• Vocabulary Words

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® Phonics audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 24 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• Fiction and Nonfiction

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which 
contains a complete electronic version  
of the reproducible as an “unlocked PDF.” 
Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste  
text and certain images for posting, 
projecting on a whiteboard, and more.
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Level Four

Level Five

Level Six

The Vain Witch Interior Sample

Reefs Interior Sample

Clones Interior Sample
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Teacher’s Guide

Discover [3] Boxed Set
72 Books (3 each of 24 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781680211634 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
Level Seven (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211702 ............................................$49.95
Level Eight (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211719 .............................................$49.95
Level Nine (1 each of 8 titles); 9781680211726 ..............................................$49.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive 
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 24 Books);
9781680214994 ...........................................................................................$49.95

110 Develop [2] Teacher’s Guide
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Genre: Fiction • Book: Blue Tarp

SYNOPSIS A teen girl is enamored with an old car her grandpa keeps under a blue tarp 

in his barn. One day, a surprise awaits when she goes to mow his lawn.

PREPARING TO READ Show students the cover of the book. Ask: 

What is under the blue tarp on the cover? What do you think this 
book will be about?

Have students turn to a partner and discuss what they know about the 
behind-the-scenes work done for plays. Then ask for volunteers to tell the 
class their ideas.

PHONICS SKILL Write Blue Tarp, explaining that a tarp is a cover placed over an object to protect it. Then 
write tape, tap, and tarp. Read the words together and ask how the sound of a in each word is different. 
Point out that the a in tarp sounds different because it is followed by r; this is called an ¬r-controlled 
vowel. Have students practice reading ar in art, barn, car, charm, part, start, tarp, and yard. Then have 
students read chair. Underline air, pointing out that these letters make the r-controlled vowel sound in 
the word “air.” Have students practice reading air, fair, flair, hair, lair, pair, and stair. 

Next, write gem, bid, cod, and hut. Have students describe the vowel sounds (all are short). Invite a 
volunteer to add an r after the vowel in each word. Have the class read the new words (germ, bird, cord, 
hurt), isolating each r-controlled sound. Then write the story words jerk, third, porch, curve, hurl, hurt, 
lurch, purr, and turn as students read them aloud. Finally, have students practice saying the sounds of 
ar, er, ir, or, ur, and air in isolation. Ask which spellings make the same sound (er, ir, and ur).

VOCABULARY LESSON This book includes a few vocabulary words that are not decodable and are not 
sight words. Teach these words before students read the text. Write each word on the board. Pronounce 
the word, and have students repeat it after you.  

baby a child just born, or something you care for and take pride in
engine the machine inside a car that makes it run
fender a metal part above the wheel of a car
heart the body part inside the chest that pumps blood
love to like something a lot
mower a machine that cuts grass

Have students work with partners to create sentences using the vocabulary words. Ask students to 
share the sentences with the class.

GUIDED READING QUESTIONS

PAGE 3 Why does she mow Gramps’s lawn? (Gramps hurt his back, and she likes to help.)
PAGES 4 AND 5 What does a mower do? (cuts grass) What is a tarp? (a cover)
PAGES 6 AND 7 What does it mean if your heart lurches? (You get a sudden strong feeling.)
PAGES 8 AND 9 What is interesting about the car? (The hood curves; the fender has flares.)
PAGES 10 AND 11 Is the car really bright red with a purring engine? (no; she imagines this)
PAGES 12 AND 13 Why is she sad? (She thinks Gramps will never part with the car.)
PAGES 14 AND 15 Do you think Gramps saw her pull the tarp off? How can you tell? (yes; he says, “You 

Blue Tarp

FPO
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Genre: Fiction • Book: Blue Tarp

Name   Date 

Practice r-Controlled Vowels
DIRECTIONS: Write the words in the blanks in the order that makes sense. 

1. The baby sheep was                  in the                 . (barn/born)

2. I saw a big film                  at the                  . (star/store)

3. I could see the                  of the dog from                 away. (far/fur)

4. The                  was too                  for him. (shirt/short)

5. We will be at the                                   a long time. (fair/for)

6. He ate a                  chop in the                 . (park/pork)

DIRECTIONS: Write the words in the blanks in the order that makes sense. 

  7. barn •   • herd

 8. chair •   • yarn

 9. bird •  • perk

 10. curve •  • stair

 11. hurt •   • park

 12. yard •  • cart

 13. jerk •  • torch

 14. porch •   • card

 15. start •  • nerve

112 Develop [2] Teacher’s Guide
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Comprehension Quiz
DIRECTIONS: Read the question. Then fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

1. What is under the tarp?

A. a chair

B. a mower

C. a car

D. all of the above

2. Why is the car a work of art?

A. It has nice curves.

B. It does not run.

C. The engine purrs.

D. The car is a heap.

3. 3. Where does Gramps sit?

A. in the car

B. in the barn

C. on the lawn

D. on the porch

4. 4. What does Gramps leave on his chair?

A. a book

B. keys

C. cash

D. the tarp

DIRECTIONS: Answer the questions below. Use complete sentences.

5. Would you like to have that old car? Why or why not?

Each title includes a Word List associated with the text: 
• Words Listed by Phonics Skill 
• Inflectional Endings 
• Sight Words 
• Vocabulary Words

Discover [3] Boxed Set

Phonics-Based Texts for Teens
RL: 1.2 to 1.6 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: 10L TO 150L

Boxed Set Includes:
72 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 24 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 Levels Seven, Eight, and Nine

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 24 Word-for-Word
    Audiobooks

DISCOVER 3

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® Phonics audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 24 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• Fiction and Nonfiction

The Teacher’s Guide includes a CD, which 
contains a complete electronic version  
of the reproducible as an “unlocked PDF.” 
Unlocked PDFs allow users to copy/paste  
text and certain images for posting, 
projecting on a whiteboard, and more.

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Level Eight

Level Nine

Level Seven

The Lemur's Cage Interior Sample

Missing Interior Sample

Blue Tarp Interior Sample

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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About Our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®  Phonics

TEACHER’S 
GUIDES

PRE-READING & VOCABULARY
Emphasis is placed on activating background 
knowledge and providing vocabulary 
support to increase comprehension

Included in each boxed set, 
the Teen Emergent Reader  
Libraries® Phonics Teacher’s Guide provides lesson plans 
for each of the 24 books in the boxed set. A variety of 
activities focus on building phonemic awareness, phonics 
skills, and reading comprehension. Three reproducible 
activity pages and one quiz are provided for each book.

Key Features:

• Lesson plans and instructional 
support emphasize partner, small 
group, and whole class activities

• Vocabulary activities support 
introducing and teaching essential 
vocabulary words for each book

• Three reproducible student activities per 
topic focus on reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and writing

• Assessments for each book topic 
include daily progress monitoring and 
quizzes that focus on comprehension 
and phonics skillsTeacher’s Guide Included in Boxed SetTeacher’s Guide Included in Boxed Set

Instructional support 
for each book

COMPREHENSIVE

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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About Our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®  Phonics

AUDIOBOOKS
A thumb drive featuring word-for-word 
audiobooks for every individual title 
in a boxed set is available for each 
of the three Teen Emergent Reader 
Libraries® Phonics. Audio support 
helps students improve both reading 
comprehension and fluency.

About Our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®  Phonics

ADDITIONAL 
BOOK SETS

Additional book sets, including one of each 
individual title in a boxed set, are available 
for each of the three Teen Emergent Reader 
Libraries® Phonics. These sets of additional 

books enable teachers to purchase extra  
copies of books to work with larger groups 
 of students. Additionally, these books can 

be included in a classroom library.

ADDITIONAL BOOK SETS
One each of 8 titles

AUDIO SUPPORT
Thumb drive with 24 
word-for-word audiobooks

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Emergent Sight Words-Based 
Libraries Designed for Teens

About Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®

The Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® have been developed to 
solve the issue of motivating the most struggling teen readers 
to pick up a book and start reading. The three libraries are 
written at the emergent and beginning reader levels. Short, 
simple sentences along with highlighted “emphasis” words 
and phrases build confidence while full-color photos support 
comprehension. 

The books offer mature, teen-centric storylines that entice teens 
to read. Formatted as 48- to 64-page books, these fiction and 
nonfiction selections look similar to other teen novels and feature 
photographs to reflect a contemporary, age-appropriate tone. 
In addition, each book is supported by a lesson plan, guided 
reading questions, a reproducible comprehension activity, and 
a quiz. The books, combined with the instructional support, 
provide the perfect solution for today’s teacher who has to 
differentiate instruction to meet the needs of all learners while 
teaching on-grade-level concepts.

Key Product Features:

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative assessments 
for every book

 Three levels to help your most struggling readers achieve

 Mature, engaging content matched with stunning  
full-color photos

 Extensive teaching support for every book

 Builds critical reading components: comprehension,  
vocabulary, and fluency

 Fiction and nonfiction genre sets for literature study

Designed Specifically For:

 Upper Middle School and High School Students  
Struggling to Read

 Students with Learning Differences and Special Needs

 Secondary English Language Learners and Newcomers

[TERL]
READER LIBRARIES®

TEEN EMERGENT
Fiction and Nonfiction with 

Built-In Text Supports for 

Older Developing Readers

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Program Chart

Each Set Includes:

 60 Action-Packed Books Aimed at Today’s Teens 
(Boxed Set Contains 3 Each of 20 Titles—60 Books in Total)

 Fiction and Nonfiction

 5 Genres for Literature Study

 Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with Instructional Support, 
Student Activities, and Book Quizzes

Additional Support (Sold Separately):

 Additional Book Set 
• 20 Books (1 each of 20 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 20 Audiobooks

 Vocabulary Cards Set of 100 
• 5 words from each of the 20 books

“I have dyslexia and they are easy for me to read and 

have pictures to show me what’s going on. Look! I’m 

actually reading this and not asking for help.”

—Special Education Student, Texas

Wow Review
Academics’ Choice 

Smart Book Award Winner

Award-Winning

EMERGE ENGAGE EXCEL
Readability 0–0.5 0.6–1.0 1.0–1.5

Lexile Level BR–60L BR–180L 60L–170L

Page Count 48 48 64

Word Count 525–650 800–950 1100–1300

Boxed Set  (60 Books+TG)
9781622508662 

$519.95
9781622508679 

$519.95
9781622508686 

$519.95

Additional Book Set  (20 Books)
9781622508693 

$159.95
9781622508709 

$159.95
9781622508716 

$159.95

Audiobook Set  (Thumb Drive)
9781680214932 

$99.95
9781680214949 

$99.95
9781680214956 

$99.95

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Emerge [1] Boxed Set

Sight Words-Based Texts for Teens
RL: 0 to 0.5 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: BR TO 60L

Boxed Set Includes:
60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 5 Genres for Literature Study

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments 

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word 
 Audiobooks 

Emerge [1] Boxed Set
60 Books (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781622508662 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781622508693 .......................................... $159.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 titles); 
9781680214932 ...........................................................................................$99.95

The Teacher’s Guide includes a 
CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the 
reproducible as an “unlocked 
PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users 
to copy/paste text and certain 
images for posting, projecting on 
a whiteboard, and more.

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• 5 Genres for Literature Study 
• Fiction and Nonfiction

Teacher’s Guide

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Action/Adventure

Fantasy/Science Fiction

History/Culture

Realistic Life

Sports

Nothing But White Interior Sample

Three Moons Interior Sample

We Stand United Interior Sample

The Star Interior Sample

Stand Interior Sample

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Sight Words-Based Texts for Teens
RL: 0.6 to 1.0 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: BR TO 180L

Boxed Set Includes:
60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 5 Genres for Literature Study

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments 

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word 
 Audiobooks 

ENGAGE

Engage [2] Boxed Set
60 Books (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781622508679 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781622508709 .......................................... $159.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 Books);  
9781680214949 .......................................................................................... $99.95

The Teacher’s Guide includes a 
CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the 
reproducible as an “unlocked 
PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users 
to copy/paste text and certain 
images for posting, projecting on 
a whiteboard, and more.

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• 5 Genres for Literature Study 
• Fiction and Nonfiction

Teacher’s Guide

Engage [2] Boxed Set

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Friendship

Health/Safety

Science Fiction

Realistic Life

Mystery

Friend Me Interior Sample

Crash Test Interior Sample

New Girl Interior Sample

Include Me Interior Sample

Space Cadet Interior Sample
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Excel [3] Boxed Set

EXCEL
Sight Words-Based Texts for Teens
RL: 1.0 to 1.5 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: 60L TO 170L

Boxed Set Includes:
60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 5 Genres for Literature Study

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments 

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word 
 Audiobooks 

Excel [3] Boxed Set
60 Books (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781622508686 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781622508716 .......................................... $159.95

Audiobook Thumb Drive
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 Books); 
9781680214956 ...............................................................................................$99.95

The Teacher’s Guide includes a 
CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the 
reproducible as an “unlocked 
PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users 
to copy/paste text and certain 
images for posting, projecting on 
a whiteboard, and more.

Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• 5 Genres for Literature Study 
• Fiction and Nonfiction

Teacher’s Guide

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Romance

Teenage Firsts

Careers

Fantasy

Mythology

Your Future Interior Sample

Freedom Interior Sample

Queen of the Dead Interior Sample

A Day for Love Interior Sample

A New Path Interior Sample
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About Our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®

TEACHER’S 
GUIDESIncluded in each boxed set, 

the Teen Emergent Reader  
Libraries® Teacher’s Guide provides lesson plans for each 
of the 20 books in the boxed set. A variety of activities 
focus on building vocabulary and reading comprehension. 
Three reproducible activity pages and one quiz are 
provided for each book.

• Lesson plans and instructional 
support emphasize partner, small 
group, and whole class activities

• Vocabulary activities support 
introducing and teaching essential 
vocabulary words for each book

• Three reproducible student activities per 
topic focus on reading comprehension, 
vocabulary, and writing

• Assessments for each book topic 
include daily progress monitoring and 
quizzes that focus on comprehension 
and vocabulary acquisitionTeacher’s Guide Included in Boxed Set

COMPREHENSIVE
Instructional support for 
each book PRE-READING & VOCABULARY

Emphasis is placed on activating background 
knowledge and providing vocabulary 
support to increase comprehension

Key Features:

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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About Our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®

AUDIOBOOKS
A thumb drive featuring word-for-word 
audiobooks for every individual title 
in a boxed set is available for each of the 
three Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®. 
Audio support helps students improve both  
reading comprehension and fluency.

About Our Teen Emergent Reader Libraries®

ADDITIONAL 
BOOK SETS

Additional book sets, including one of each 
individual title in a boxed set, are available 
for each of the three Teen Emergent Reader 

Libraries®. These sets of additional books 
 enable teachers to purchase extra copies of 

 books to work with larger groups of students. 
Additionally, these books can be included 

 in a classroom library.

ADDITIONAL BOOK SETS
One each of 20 titles

AUDIO SUPPORT
Thumb drive with 20 
word-for-word audiobooks

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Libraries for Developing Readers, 
The Next Step in Fluency

About Teen Early Fluency Libraries®

The Teen Early Fluency Libraries® build on the reading base of 
the Teen Emergent Reader Libraries® (see pages 54–61). These 
books introduce readers to longer fiction and bridge the gap 
between emergent reading and early fluency. By the time older 
developing readers approach a second-grade reading level, they 
have a handle on the most basic literacy skills. They are ready to 
increase their fluency so that text flows and makes more sense. 
Fluency is closely tied to comprehension.

In these boxed sets, book lengths have been increased so there 
is more practice for readers who are gaining confidence and 
building their vocabulary. Instead of photos on every page, the 
photos appear every few pages in the fiction and every other 
spread in the nonfiction. Each boxed set increases by half a 
reading level so that students can continue to make progress 
step by step.

Key Product Features:

 Progress monitoring in the form of summative assessments 
for every book

 Three levels so developing readers build fluency and 
increase confidence

 Mature, engaging content

 Extensive teaching support for every book

 Builds critical reading components: comprehension,  
vocabulary, and fluency

 Fiction and nonfiction genre sets for literature study

Designed Specifically For:

 Upper Middle School and High School Students 
Struggling to Read

 Students with Learning Differences and Special Needs

 Secondary English Language Learners and Newcomers

[TEFL]
FLUENCY LIBRARIES®

TEEN EARLY
Builds Confidence and 

Helps Students Become 

Independent Readers

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Program Chart

Each Set Includes:

 60 Action-Packed Books Aimed at Today’s Teens 
(Boxed Set Contains 3 Each of 20 Titles—60 Books in Total)

 Fiction and Nonfiction

 5 Genres for Literature Study

 Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide with Instructional Support, 
Student Activities, and Book Quizzes

Additional Support (Sold Separately):

 Additional Book Set 
• 20 Books (1 each of 20 titles)

 Audiobook Set (Thumb Drive) 
• 1 Thumb Drive with 20 Audiobooks

SOAR RISE LIFT
Readability 1.6–2.0 2.0–2.5 2.6–3.0

Lexile Level 110L–240L 200L–290L 250L–390L

Page Count 64 64 Fiction; 72 Nonfiction 64 Fiction; 80 Nonfiction

Word Count 1400–1800 2000–2300 2500–2900

Boxed Set  (60 Books+TG) 9781680213041 
$519.95

9781680216837 
$519.95

9781680216875 
$519.95

Additional Book Set  (20 Books) 9781680213058 
$159.95

9781680216844 
$159.95

9781680216882 
$159.95

Audiobook Set  (Thumb Drive)
9781680213096  

$99.95
9781680216851  

$99.95
9781680216899  

$99.95

AVAILABLE MID-LATE 2019

Fast Fact
Reading fluency strategies can be used to help 

increase overall reading comprehension.

—Cotter, 2012

(888) 735-2225 | Fax: (888) 734-4010 | sdlback.com | contact@sdlback.com
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Soar [4] Boxed Set
60 Books (3 each of 20 titles) plus Teacher’s Guide; 9781680213041 ........... $519.95

Additional Book Set
20 Books (1 each of 20 titles); 9781680213058 .......................................... $159.95

Audiobook Set 
1 Audio Thumb Drive (contains Read-Aloud for all 20 Books); 
9781680214963 .......................................................................................... $99.95

Sight Word-Based Texts for Teens 
RL: 1.6 to 2.0 | Grades: Teen and YA | LEXILE: 110L TO 240L

Boxed Set Includes:
60 Action-Packed Books (3 Each of 20 Titles)

 Fiction and Nonfiction 
 5 Genres for Literature Study

Comprehensive Teacher’s Guide

 Lesson Plans
 Guided Reading Questions
 Comprehension Activities
 Reproducible CD
 Assessments 

Audio (sold separately)

 Thumb Drive with 20 Word-for-Word 
 Audiobooks

Soar [4] Teacher’s Guide 15 

Genre: Folktales/Legends
DESCRIPTION Folklore is a collection of tales, traditions, and beliefs passed from person to person, often 

in spoken form. As our earliest form of popular fiction, folktales contain many of fiction’s key elements: well-

structured plots, imaginative characters, and moral lessons. Because their purpose is to entertain, folktales often 

include dramatic events and fantastical creatures such as talking animals, fairies, and spirits. To aid storytellers’ 

memory, these tales often include repeating plot elements (such as a character asked to do multiple tasks) and 

catchphrases (such as “once upon a time” and “happily ever after”). Legends are stories that are partly true or 

based on historic facts. The events in the stories, however, are often exaggerated.This set of books includes 

folktales from Africa and Russia, a fairy tale from Europe, as well as a nonfiction account of an Irish legend.

INTRODUCING THIS GENRE Write folktale on the board. Underline folk and explain that it means 
“people.” Underline tale and ask students what the word means (story). Tell students that a folktale 
is a story passed along from person to person, often in spoken form. Point out that long before 
television, storytelling was an important form of entertainment. Many folktales include brave and 
heroic characters, exciting events, and fantasy elements such as talking animals, magic spells, and 
made-up creatures such as unicorns and dragons. Folktales often have satisfying endings in which 
the main character is said to live “happily ever after.”

Show students the covers and titles of the four books in this set and have them guess what each 
one is about. Explain that the three fiction stories include talking animals and events that could not 
happen in real life. The nonfiction book describes an Irish legend who is popular on St. Patrick’s 
Day.

PARTNER SHARE Assign partners and have pairs share any folktales or fairy tales they have read or 
know about. Then ask pairs to choose one of the fiction titles in this set. Have them describe the 
kinds of characters and events they might encounter in a book with this title. 

A West African Folktale 

Overview of Books

A Fairy Tale 
from Europe

A Folktale from Russia History of an  
Irish Legend
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Genre: Folktales/Legends • Book: Anansi and the Stories

Name   Date 

Comprehension Quiz

DIRECTIONS: Read the question. Then fill in the circle next to the correct answer.

1. What does Anansi want to do with the sky god’s stories?

A. read them alone

B. give them to his wife

C. share them with the people

D. use them to learn to write

2. Why does the sky god laugh when Anansi asks for the stories?

A. The sky god has no stories.

B. The price is very high.

C. The stories are boring.

D. Spiders cannot read.

3. What must Anansi bring to the sky god?

A. a python and a leopard

B. hornets with stings of fire

C. a fairy that cannot be seen

D. all of the above

4. What does Anansi do after he digs a hole?

A. finds Leopard’s trail

B. puts food inside the hole 

C. plans how to trap Leopard

D. puts branches over the hole

 DIRECTIONS: Answer the question below. Use complete sentences.

5. Why do you think Anansi was the first ever to succeed in getting the stories?

The Teacher’s Guide includes a 
CD, which contains a complete 
electronic version of the 
reproducible as an “unlocked 
PDF.” Unlocked PDFs allow users 
to copy/paste text and certain 
images for posting, projecting on 
a whiteboard, and more.
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Help build comprehension and reveal layers of meaning using 
our Teen Early Fluency Libraries® audiobooks.

Each Audiobook Thumb Drive Includes: 
• 20 Action-Packed Audiobooks 
• 5 Genres for Literature Study 
• Fiction and Nonfiction
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Sports

STEM

Hard Evidence Interior Sample

Goalie Trouble Interior Sample

Folktales/Legends

Anansi and the Stories Interior Sample

History/Culture

Uprising Interior Sample

Horror

Vlad the Impaler Interior Sample
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